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AGENDA

• ECM Overview
• Ratings Overview
• Conversions
• Miscellaneous
Community Management Tasks

- Accession planning
  - Quality, Quantity, Policy
  - Lateral Conversions
  - Force Conversions
  - PACT
- Training
  - Initial ‘A’ school requirements
  - Advanced/career ‘C’ school requirements
  - Policy advisor to NETC
- Review billet changes for impact on community health
  - Sea/Shore flow
  - Career progression
- Force structure management
  - Advancement
  - Career paths
  - Retention
  - Retirements and HYT
  - Separations (early, hardship)
  - Career WAYPOINTS
- Incentives
  - Enlistment bonuses
  - Special duty assignment pay
  - Selective Reenlistment bonuses
- Miscellaneous
  - NEC changes, OCCSTANRDS, ASVASBs
NC ACTIVE STATUS

• FY19 EPA 739/696 94%
• Pending 4 FY17 & 9 FY18 conversions to hit inventory
• FY 19 Projected losses 34
• Current INV 696-34 (FY18 projected losses) = 662 + 10 (pending conversions) = 672
• Delta of 67 prefer E-6’s (EPA 91%)
NC FTS CURRENT STATUS

- FY19 EPA 105/88 84%
- Pending 3 conversions to hit inventory
- Current INV 88 – 4 (hard losses) = 84 + 3 (pending conversions) = 87/83%
- Delta of 17
FY 2018 Conversions

• 22 Active Conversions
• 16 Lateral conversions
• 6 Direct Conversion
• 3 CWAY conversions (Active and RC/AC)
• 3 FTS Conversions
E-6 Between 6-14 years of Active Naval Service
Within 12 months of PRD
ASVAB VE + AR = 104, Minimum AR 51 (no waivers authorized)
12 Months experience in the last 3 years
No NJP Previous 3 years
CWAY Members have 90 days to submit
MISCELLANEOUS INFO

- Fleet Ready Reserve
- LN Conversions
- NC CRF Conversions (CANREC Program)